Comparative Study of Clinical Staging of Oral Submucous Fibrosis with Qualitative Analysis of Collagen Fibers Under Polarized Microscopy
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ABSTRACT

Background & Objectives: Oral submucous fibrosis (OSMF) is a condition where excessive deposition of dense collagen fibers occurred in the connective tissue of oral mucosa. An alteration of collagen necessitates an in depth understanding of collagen in oral tissues as no breakthrough studies have been reported. Therefore the aim was to correlate the clinical, functional and histopathological staging and to analyze the polarization colors and thickness of the collagen fibers in different stages of OSMF using picrosirius red stain under polarizing microscopy so as to assess the severity of disease.

Methods: The study was conducted in the department of Oral Pathology and Microbiology at Padm. Dr. D. Y Patil Dental and Hospital, Navi Mumbai, India (2012-13). A sample size was of a total 40 subjects, of which 30 patients had OSMF, and 10 were in control group. Clinical, functional and histopathological staging were done depending upon definite criteria. Collagen fibers were analyzed for polarizing colors and thickness. Further clinical, functional and histopathological stages as well as qualitative parameters of collagen fibers were compared.

Results: The correlation between clinical and functional staging was not significant (P >0.05) whereas the comparison of the functional staging with histopathological staging was more reliable (P<0.01) as an indication to the severity of the disease rather than clinical staging. One-way ANOVA analysis showed highly significant correlation between functional staging and polarization colors and thickness of collagen fibers (P <0.001).

Conclusion: The qualitative change in the collagen fibers of OSMF patients using polarized microscopy would help to assess its role in diagnostic evaluation, to determine the prognosis of the disease as well as to provide useful predictive treatment modalities to them.
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Introduction

Oral submucous Fibrosis (OSMF) is considered as a premalignant and crippling condition of oral mucosa (1). Pindborg (1966) defined OSMF as “an insidious, chronic disease affecting any part of oral cavity and sometimes the pharynx. Although occasionally preceded by and/or associated with vesicle formation, it is always associated with a juxta-epithelial inflammatory reaction followed by a fibro-elastic change of the lamina propria, with epithelial atrophy, leading to stiffness of the oral mucosa, causing trismus and inability to eat”(2).

As OSMF is a condition causing fibrosis of the oral mucosa, the connective tissue changes are characterized by deposition of dense collagen fibers in the oral mucosa. An alteration of collagen in this disease necessitates an in-depth understanding of various types of collagen in oral tissues and its intimate relationship to other constituents of the connective tissue components. The study of collagen highlights the current knowledge of collagen biosynthesis and degradation, which is a complex mechanism. The direct involvement of collagen in the pathophysiology of diseases has been established in only a limited number of conditions (3).

Varieties of dye materials are available to stain collagen for histological studies, but picrosirius red stain was found to be the best than any other types of stains. It stained finer collagen fibers more intensely and improved their birefringence property (4). It was also observed that Sirius red stains are more stable and do not fade easily when compared to other stains (5). Picrosirius red staining followed by polarizing microscopy can selectively demonstrate collagen. The differences in polarization colors are caused by fiber thickness as well as by packing of collagen. Examination of collagen fibers of varying thickness can differentiate procollagen, intermediate collagen and pathological collagen fibers by determining the polarization colors of the collagen (6).

Extensive studies have been done by various workers on epidemiology, etiological factors, clinical parameters and histopathology in OSMF across the globe, but no breakthrough has been reported. Even the correlation between clinical staging of mouth opening and histological grading of fibrosis did not show any statistical significance (7).

Therefore the purpose of the present study is to correlate the clinico-functional staging with the qualitative analysis of the collagen fibers in OSMF to assess the severity of this disease.

Materials and Methods

The study group consisted of 30 patients of clinically and histopathologically diagnosed as Oral submucous fibrosis and 10 healthy controls to study the normal mucosa.

Inclusion criteria: Patients who were using arecanut and arecanut containing products, tobacco in different forms (smoke, smokeless), alcohol for many months to years and who were clinically exhibiting the signs and symptoms of OSMF were included in the study.

Exclusion criteria: Subjects suffering from chronic systemic illness like hypertension and diabetes were excluded from the present study.

Ethical clearance and written informed consent was obtained from both the experimental group and control group.

The patient’s personal history was recorded with chewing habits, frequency duration of chewing and the brand used. Symptoms like burning sensation, restricted mouth opening, difficulty in swallowing and speech and their duration was noted.

Clinical and functional staging of OSMF was
recorded according to the guidelines given by Haider S.M., Merchant A.T., et al (2000). (8) - Clinical staging was recorded according to the presence of palpable fibrous bands in various sites.

I. Faucial bands only
II. Faucial and buccal bands only
III. Faucial, buccal, and labial bands

- Functional staging was recorded measuring the mouth opening with vernier caliper from the mesio-incisal angle of upper central incisor to the lower central incisor.

A – Mouth opening ≥20 mm
B – Mouth opening 11 – 19 mm
C – Mouth opening ≤ 10 mm.

Hematoxylin and Eosin sections of 5 μm were used for histological staging of all the cases and were categorized into 4 different stages depending on the severity of the disease.

After the histological staging, the serial sections of the same thickness were stained with picrosirius red stain to evaluate polarizing Colors by using polarizing microscope. The polarization Colors were then determined separately for thin and thick fibers based on the different polarization Colors and recorded. All images were then clicked under oil immersion (×100) and fiber thickness was measured using image analysis software version of Leica research microscope (Model No. DM1000LED).

A total of 5 high power (×100) fields were selected from the sections. At least 25 fibers, which were well discernible and distinct in each section, were randomly selected from subepithelial region and deep in the connective tissue for evaluation. The same procedure was adopted for the control group. Considering the variable thickness of normal mucosal collagen fibers as 0.8-2.4 μm, the collagen fibre thickness of 0.8 μm and less were considered as thin fibers and those above 0.8μm and in between 1.2-2.4μm were considered as thick fibers. The polarizing Colors and thickness of the collagen fibers in various histopathological stages were determined by two independent observers to minimize the subjectivity. Further statistical analysis was done to derive the results.

Statistical Analysis

Categorical data were analyzed by Chi-square test, multiple group comparisons were made by one way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by student’s t-test for pair wise comparisons. For all the tests, a $P$-value of 0.05 or less was considered for statistical significance.

Results

In the present study, one of the aims was to correlate clinical findings with histopathological staging. Maximum patients were from the age group of 21-30 years with male predominance and were showing burning sensation and difficulty in mouth opening as a chief complaint due to consumption of either gutkha alone or their combinations. In the study, there was not a definite trend as ($P > 0.05$) shown in with cases having the lesion in faucial fibrous bands (stage1) exhibiting the mild restriction in mouth opening (stage A) and those in stage 3 (faucial, buccal and labial fibrous bands) presenting sever restricted mouth opening (stage C).

Statistical analysis of correlation of clinical and functional staging with Chi square test ($X^2 = 5.689, P = 0.058$) was not significant. The comparison of functional staging with histopathological staging was of importance with significant $P < 0.01$ when compared to clinical staging. When tissues were stained with polarized microscopy, it was observed that, there was considerable decrease in greenish yellow polarization color in thin
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collagen fibers (Fig.1) while significant increased in the intensity of orange red-to-red color in thick collagen fibers as the stages advanced (Fig.2). Statistical analysis between groups with Chi-square test also showed high significance with \( P < 0.001 \). Similarly there was decrease in thickness of thin collagen fibers while increase in thickness of thick collagen fibers as stages advanced (Fig.3, Fig.4).

Comparison of clinical staging with the polarization colors as well as thickness of collagen fibers did not show significant statistical analysis (Table1) while highly significant correlation observed between functional staging with polarization color and mean thickness of collagen fibers (Table 2).

**Fig. 1:** Picrosirius Red Stain showing predominant greenish yellow and few yellow orange color of collagen fibers in very early stage of OSMF \((\times 40)\) under polarized microscopy

**Fig. 2:** Picrosirius Red Stain showing predominantly orange red to red polarizing Colors of collagen fibers in advanced Stage of OSMF \((\times 40)\) under polarized microscopy

**Fig. 3:** Percentage wise distribution of Histological staging between G-GY and OR-R thin fibers with chi square \( \chi^2 = 29.903, P=0.000; \) highly significant. (G- Green; GY- Greenish Yellow; OR-Orange Red, R- Red)

**Fig. 4:** Percentage wise distribution of Histological staging between YO and OR-R thick fibers with \( \chi^2 = 225.721, P=0.000; \) highly significant
Table 1- Comparison of clinical staging with polarization Colors and mean thickness of collagen fibers

| Clinical Staging | No of cases | Polarization color of collagen fibers | | | Thin fibers (mean) | Thick fibers (mean) | Clinical Staging | No of cases | Thickness of collagen fibers in µm | | | Thin fibers (mean) | Thick fibers (mean) |
|------------------|-------------|--------------------------------------|---|---|------------------|-----------------|------------------|-------------|---------------------------------|---|------------------|-----------------|
| I                | Nil         | G-GY Nil OR-R YO OR-R                 | I  | Nil | Nil                | Nil              | I                | Nil         | G-GY Nil OR-R YO OR-R            | | | Thin fibers | Thick fibers |
| II               | 16          | 3.6 G-GY 3.6 OR-R 4.8 YO 13.0 OR-R   | II | 16 | 0.326              | 0.962            | II               | 16          | 0.326              | 0.962 |
| III              | 14          | 3.1 G-GY 4.0 OR-R 2.8 YO 15.1 OR-R   | III | 14 | 0.298              | 1.163            | III              | 14          | 0.298              | 1.163 |
| Total            | 30          | 6.7 G-GY 7.6 OR-R 7.6 YO 28.1 OR-R   | Total | 30 | 0.624              | 2.125            | Total            | 30          | 0.624              | 2.125 |

\[ t-test \text{ for Equality of Means} \]
\[ t=0.437 P=0.66 \]
\[ t=0.315 P=0.755 \]
\[ t=1.305 P=0.202 \]
\[ t=0.258 P=0.799 \]

\[ t-test \text{ for Equality of Means} \]
\[ t=0.443 P=0.661 \]
\[ t=0.443 P=0.661 \]

Not significant

Table 2- Comparison of functional staging with polarization colors and thickness of collagen fibers

| Functional staging | No of cases | Polarization color of collagen fibers | | | Thin fibers (mean) | Thick fibers (mean) | Functional staging | No of cases | Thickness of collagen fibers in µm | | | Thin fibers (mean) | Thick fibers (mean) |
|--------------------|-------------|--------------------------------------|---|---|------------------|-----------------|------------------|-------------|---------------------------------|---|------------------|-----------------|
| Stage A (≥20mm)    | 23          | 4.3 G-GY 3.9 OR-R 3.5 YO 13.3 OR-R   | Stage A (≥20mm) | 23 | 0.315              | 1.042            | | Stage A (≥20mm) | 23 | 0.315              | 1.042 |
| Stage B (11-19mm)  | 6           | 3.5 G-GY 4.2 OR-R 5.7 YO 11.6 OR-R   | Stage B (11-19mm) | 6 | 0.358              | 1.060            | | Stage B (11-19mm) | 6 | 0.358              | 1.060 |
| Stage C (≤10mm)    | 1           | 0 G-GY 0 OR-R 0 YO 0 OR-R            | Stage C (≤10mm) | 1 | 0                  | 1.327            | | Stage C (≤10mm) | 1 | 0                  | 1.327 |
| Total              | 30          | 7.8 G-GY 8.1 OR-R 10.2 YO 48.9 OR-R  | Total | 30 | 0.673              | 3.429            | | Total | 30 | 0.673              | 3.429 |

\[ ANOVA, F^* P-value \]
\[ F=0.383 P=0.008 \]
\[ F=0.737 P=0.009 \]
\[ F=0.891 P=0.009 \]
\[ F=0.968 P=0.009 \]

\[ ANOVA, F^* P-value \]
\[ F=0.607 P=0.000 \]
\[ F=0.607 P=0.000 \]

\[ Difference Between Groups** \]
Highly significant
Highly significant
Highly significant
Highly significant

* One way ANOVA
** Student’s \( t \)-test

Discussion

The oral mucous membrane is a unique tissue which is continuously exposed to various stresses such as heat, cold, microorganisms, chemicals and mechanical irritants in the process of food intake. In response to these stresses, both epithelium and connective tissue layers of the oral mucosa also exhibit acute and chronic reactive changes (9). OSMF is multifactorial condition includes areca nut, ingestion of chilies, genetic and immunologic processes, nutritional deficiency in the form of B complex, iron deficiency and malnutrition which derange the repair of the inflamed oral mucosa, leading to defective healing and resultant scarring (10, 11). Out of them Areca nut considered to be the most important etiological factor in OSMF (12-14). It was then concluded that once betel nut chewing habit had induced OSMF, reversal of the disease after cessation of the habit could not occur and that all the clinical and histological features remained the same (15). Recently all areca nut products are associated with OSMF, with the risk being greatest for pan masala which is having addictive and psychoactive property (16-19).
The pathogenesis and treatment of oral submucous fibrosis has been a subject of controversy, ever since Schwartz described the condition in 1952 (20). Pathogenesis of OSMF includes the areca alkaloids such as arecoline, arecadine, guvacoline and guvacine, out of which arecoline is the main agent responsible for fibroblast proliferation and causes elevated collagen synthesis by OSMF fibroblasts compared to normal fibroblast (3). Areca flavonoids tannins and catechins can cause increased fibrosis by forming a more stable and non soluble collagen structure by inhibiting collagenase enzyme activity. Elevated vimentin expression stimulated by arecoline in OSMF may be suggestive of transformational changes in buccal fibroblasts of OSMF patients. In OSMF, the reduction of phagocytic activity is inversely dose dependent to levels of arecoline, safrole and nicotine in saliva. The epidemiology of OSMF strongly suggests an individual susceptibility which could be cytokine based, especially as initial feature of OSMF is chronic inflammation accompanied by fibrosis.

Increased collagen synthesis is by:
- Activation of procollagen gene
- Elevation of procollagen proteinase levels
- Upregulation of lysyl oxidase activity due to high intake of copper through areca nut chewing

Decreased collagen degradation is by:
- Activation of TIMPs (tissue inhibitor of matrix proteinases) gene. TIMPs gene inhibits activated collagenase which decreases the collagenase activity.
- Activation of plasminogen activator inhibitor (PAI). PAI prevents conversion of plasminogen to plasmin, which is required for conversion of procollagenase to collagenase.

To date there has been no consensus regarding the effective management of the disease and many types of treatment have been carried out to combat this disease, which affects considerable number of people in India, South East Asia and other parts of the world (3). Morphologic and morphometric studies of collagen in various diseases have been attempted by many researchers in the medical field. However such studies are indeed rare as far as OSMF is concerned (21).

The advantage of using picrosirius red stain and polarizing microscope is that, the property of enhancing the birefringence demonstrated by the fibers could be exploited, the equipments and materials used are less expensive; the technique is relatively easier to perform and is reproducible. Moreover the polarizing Colors itself helps in grading the severity of the disease (22).

As the aim of the present study was to correlate the polarization colors and thickness of collagen fibers with clinical and functional staging, according to literature, all cases of OSMF usually exhibited the presence of one or more of the clinical characteristics like blanching of the buccal mucosa/faucial/labial/perioral mucosa with or without palpable fibrous bands and restricted mouth opening (2). In this study, more than 50% of subjects had fibrous bands on the faucial pillars and buccal mucosa which is comparable to Pindborg (23) in which he stated that the buccal mucosa and faucial pillars are the most frequently affected sites. According to Haider et al. (8), the fibrous tissue in the faucial pillars varies from a slight submucosal accumulation in both pillars to a dense fibrosis extending and involving the tissue around the pterygomandibular raphae, which causes varying degrees of trismus. Therefore, when the comparison of clinical staging with functional staging was done, the location of fibrous bands and the restricted mouth opening did not reveal any significant correlation between them, which was in accordance with previous studies reported by Kiran Kumar et al. (17), Haider et al. (8), Saurab et al. (4).

Study group was also categorized under histological grading as a very early, early, moderately
advanced and advanced stage according to Pin-
dborg et al. (6) criteria. The OSMF cases in pres-
ent study showed no noteworthy differences to
previous studies, when overall histopathological
features were considered.

When the correlation of clinical staging with
histopathological staging was done, the present
study showed no correlation between them as the
site of biopsy was from the buccal mucosa which
is most accessible for the surgeon, even if thick
fibrous bands were present in faucial pillar area.
This may be the reason for the shift of some of the
patients in clinical stage II to histopathological
grade I and of some patients in clinical stage III to
histopathological grades I and II and these find-
ings are comparable with studies of Kiran Kumar
et al. (17), Haider et al. (8), Saurab et al. (4).

When the correlation of functional staging with
histopathological staging was done, a significant
correlation was observed between them which
could be a remarkable parameter to access the se-
verity of the diseases because according to litera-
ture, as there is always a juxta-epithelial inflam-
atory reaction followed by progressive hyalin-
zation of the lamina propria in early stages. In
advanced stages, subepithelial and submucosal
myofibrosis leads to stiffness of the oral mucosa
and deeper tissues with progressive limitation in
the opening of the mouth. Similar histopathologi-
cal findings were observed in the present study as
the functional stages advanced. Similar findings
have been observed in the study by Pindborg et
al. (23), Khanna et al. (24).

The above-mentioned clinico-functional pa-
rameters were then correlated with polarization
Colors and thickness of collagen fibers. The dif-
ferent polarization colors of collagen fibers were
observed due to the varied density in the initial
fibrosis in early stages and tightly packed colla-
gen fibers in advanced stages. The present study
which revealed the fact that the number of green-
ish yellow fibers decreased from very early stages
to advanced stages while number of orange red to
red fibers increased in moderately advanced and
advanced stages as compared with very early and
early stages of OSMF. It is comparable with stud-
ies given by Johnson NW et al. (25), Junqueira et
al. (26). Regarding the thickness of collagen fi-
bers, the current data stated that morphologically
there is a trend of increased collagen fiber thick-
ness as the severity of the disease increases by
Junqueira et al. (26).

When the clinical staging compared with polar-
ization colors of collagen fibers, it was found
that, the site of fibrous bands was not correlating
with polarization Colors of fibrous bands. Ac-
\nnording to Haider et al. (8), mild grade of clini-
cal staging with posterior bands shows thin fibers
with greenish yellow color whereas advanced
grade shows thick fibers with additional anterior
involvement with reddish orange to red color un-
der polarized microscopy. However, few cases
in study group showed contradictory findings
where mild grade of clinical staging with posteri-
or bands showed orange red-to-red colored fibers
and advanced grade of clinical staging with ante-
rior involvement showed greenish yellow color
fibers. Hence, there was no correlation between
clinical stages and polarization colors of collagen
fibers as the statistical analysis with paired’t’ test
was not significant.

The correlation of clinical staging and mean
thickness of collagen fibers stated no significant
change in the thickness of collagen fibers ob-
served as similarly mentioned in studies given by
Shivkumar et al. (27).

When the correlation of functional staging with
polarization colors of collagen fibers was done,
the mouth opening was strongly correlated
with polarization colors of fibrous bands, as the
functional stages advanced; it showed decrease
in intensity of color of collagen fibers from
greenish yellow to increase intensity of orange
red-to-red color. The similar findings have been
reported by Haider et al. (8).

A correlation of functional stages with thickness of collagen fibers the statistical analysis with one way ANOVA test was highly significant as in present study, when functional stages were advanced, there was increase in diameter of thin and thick fibers in advancing stages of OSMF as mentioned in the previously stated studies given by Johnson et al. (25), Junqueira et al. (26).

Therefore, future research should focus not only on the collagen fibers but also on the alterations in ground substance if any, along with the role of collagenase enzymes which is responsible for collagen degradation. A more effective management strategy could be derived for this disease, through intense research on large number of cases, since OSMF remains elusive with respect to management protocols.

**Conclusion**

As there is a paucity of studies, hence a better understanding of the correlation between clinical staging and histopathological grading with polarized microscopy are needed which can provide a good marker for the diagnosis, prognosis and severity of this multifactorial disease of collagenous stroma. The study points towards the need for planning oral health education programme for youngsters and teenagers to refrain them from various betel nut chewing habits particularly gutkha chewing, which is the more prevalent habit in this age group.
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